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My favorite book



It is an adventure novel for young people, its author
is Henryk Sienkiewicz. This book is, in my opinion,
one of the best school readings. The main characters
are fourteen-year-old Staś Tarkowski and eight-
year-old Nel Rawlinson.

"In the desert and in
the wilderness"



The action of the piece begins with the
construction of the Suez Canal in Egypt. The main

theme of the piece is the kidnapping of two
children by Mahdi supporters. After freeing

themselves from the hands of their kidnappers, the
children travel across Africa in search of help.



You can learn a lot about history, geography and
biology by reading this book.

But this book doesn't just teach science, it tells about
how much a person can do if they have the support of
a loved one, a goal to do, and a little bit of hope.



No food or water
Sick especially fever 
Aggressive  and wild animals
Too much sun

The children were exposed to:



By reading, we learn about the culture of African
people and the behavior of the animals living in those
areas.

The way people from different cultures (Staś from
Poland, English Nel, and Mea from the Dinka  tribes
and Kali  from the Wa-hima tribe) work together
inspires us to do things like Erasmus.

Different cultures one goal



"Words should not be
greater than deeds"

My favorite passages
"Listen, Staś! You can't scare anyonewith death

, but if someone threatens your homeland, the life of
your mother, sister or the life of the woman you care
for,  then burn him on the head, don't ask, and don't

make any reproaches for it."
 

"No, Staś ... I don't want to cry ... it's
just that ... my eyes are sweating"

"If someone takes Kali's cows, it's a bad deed.
Good, it's like Kali's taking someone's cows"



"In the desert
and in the
wilderness
movie"

I recommend watching everyone who wants to
know this great story, and is not a big fan of
reading.



Thank you for
attention


